Abstract. We estimate Ramsey numbers for bipartite graphs with small bandwidth and bounded maximum degree. In particular we determine asymptotically the two and three color Ramsey numbers for grid graphs. More generally, we determine asymptotically the two color Ramsey number for bipartite graphs with small bandwidth and bounded maximum degree and the three color Ramsey number for such graphs with the additional assumption that the bipartite graph is balanced. §1. Introduction , G 2 , . . . , G r q for general graphs appears to be a difficult problem (see, e.g., [9] or [19] ). For r " 2, a well-known theorem of Gerencsér and Gyárfás [8] states that
§1. Introduction
For graphs G 1 , . . . , G r , the Ramsey number RpG 1 , . . . , G r q is the smallest integer n such that if the edges of a complete graph K n are partitioned into r disjoint color classes giving r graphs H 1 , . . . , H r , then at least one H i (1 ď i ď r) contains a subgraph isomorphic to G i . The existence of such an integer follows from Ramsey's theorem. The number RpG 1 , . . . , G r q is called the Ramsey number of the graphs G 1 , . . . , G r . Determining RpG 1 , G 2 , . . . , G r q for general graphs appears to be a difficult problem (see, e.g., [9] or [19] ). For r " 2, a well-known theorem of Gerencsér and Gyárfás [8] states that RpP n , P n q " Z 3n´2 2^, where P n denotes the path with n ě 2 vertices. In [13] more general trees were considered.
For a tree T , we write t 1 and t 2 , with t 2 ě t 1 , for the sizes of the vertex classes of T as a bipartite graph. Note that RpT, T q ě 2t 1`t2´1 , since the following edge-coloring of K 2t 1`t2´2 has no monochromatic copy of T . Partition the vertices into two classes V 1
and V 2 such that |V 1 | " t 1´1 and |V 2 | " t 1`t2´1 , then use color "red" for all edges inside the two classes and use color "blue" for all edges between the classes. A similar edge-coloring of K 2t 2´2 with two classes both of size t 2´1 shows that RpT, T q ě 2t 2´1 .
Thus
RpT, T q ě maxt2t 1`t2 , 2t 2 u´1.
Haxell, Łuczak and Tingley provided in [13] an asymptotically matching upper bound for trees T with ∆pT q " opt 2 q.
We partially extend this to bipartite graphs with small bandwidth and a more restrictive maximum degree condition. A graph H " pW, E H q is said to have bandwidth at most b, if there exists a labelling of the vertices by numbers 1, . . . , n such that for every edge ij P E H we have |i´j| ď b. We focus our attention on the following class of bipartite graphs.
Definition 1.1. A bipartite graph H is a pβ, ∆q-graph if its bandwidth is at most β|V pHq|
and its maximum degree is at most ∆. We say that H is a balanced pβ, ∆q-graph if it has a proper 2-coloring χ : V pHq Ñ r2s such thatˇˇ|χ´1p1q|´|χ´1p2q|ˇˇď β|χ´1p2q|.
For example, it was shown in [5] that sufficiently large planar graphs with maximum degree at most ∆ are pβ, ∆q-graphs for any fixed β ą 0. Our first theorem is an analogue of the result in [13] for pβ, ∆q-graphs.
Theorem 1.2.
For every γ ą 0 and natural number ∆, there exist a constant β ą 0 and natural number n 0 such that for every pβ, ∆q-graph H on n ě n 0 vertices with a proper 2-coloring χ : V pHq Ñ r2s where t 1 " |χ´1p1q| and t 2 " |χ´1p2q|, with t 1 ď t 2 , we have RpH, Hq ď p1`γq maxt2t 1`t2 , 2t 2 u.
For more recent results on the Ramsey number of graphs of higher chromatic number and sublinear bandwidth, we refer the reader to the work of Allen, Brightwell and Skokan [1] .
For r ě 3 colors less is known about Ramsey numbers. Let T be a tree and consider t 1 and t 2 , with t 1 ď t 2 , the sizes of the vertex classes of T as a bipartite graph. For r " 3 colors the following construction gives a lower bound for RpT, T, T q. Partition the vertices of K t 1`3 t 2´3 into four classes, one special class V 0 with |V 0 | " t 1 and three classes V 1 , V 2
and V 3 of size t 2´1 . The color for edges inside V 0 is arbitrary. Use color i inside the classes V i and color i between V i and V 0 for 1 ď i ď 3. Finally, use color k P r3s ti, ju for edges between the classes V i and V j for 1 ď i ă j ď 3. It is easy to check that this coloring yields no monochromatic copy of T . Thus
Proving a conjecture of Faudree and Schelp [6] , it was shown in [10] that this construction is optimal for large paths, i.e., for sufficiently large n we have RpP n , P n , P n q " # 2n´1 for odd n, 2n´2 for even n.
Asymptotically this was also proved independently by Figaj and Łuczak [7] . Benevides and Skokan [2] proved that RpC n , C n , C n q " 2n for sufficiently large even n. Our second result extend the two above ones asymptotically to balanced pβ, ∆q-graphs. 
and
where op1q tends to 0 as ab Ñ 8.
We remark that similar bounds follow for bipartite planar graphs with bounded degree and grids of higher dimension.
This paper is organized as follows. We first give the necessary tools in Section 2 and then present a detailed proof of Theorem 1.3 in Section 3. The proof of Theorem 1.2 is very similar and here we only present an outline, in Section 4.
§2. Auxiliary results
The main purpose of this section is to present the tools for the proof of Theorem 1.3. A main tool in the proof is Szemerédi's Regularity Lemma [22] . We discuss the Regularity Method in Section 2.1. In Sections 2.2 and 2.3 we give some results that allow us to make use of the regularity method.
2.1. The Regularity Method. Given an graph G on n vertices, the density of G is given and
(iv ) apart from up to at most ε`k 2˘e xceptional pairs, the pairs tV i , V j u are ε-regular
For extensive surveys on the Regularity Lemma and its applications see [14, 17] . A key component of the regularity method is the Blow-up Lemma [15] (see also [16, 20, 21] for alternative proofs). This lemma guarantees that bipartite spanning subgraphs of bounded degree can be embedded into super-regular pairs. In fact, the statement is more general and allows the embedding of r-chromatic graphs into the union of r vertex classes that form`r 2˘s uper-regular pairs.
Here we will use a version of the Blow-up lemma that allows us to embed graphs H of bounded-degree in a graph G when G and H have "compatible" partitions, in the sense explained in the definition below. In our proof we will embed H in parts, considering a partition of a monochromatic subgraph G of K N with corresponding reduced graph containing a tree T that contains a "large" matching M, where the bipartite subgraphs of G corresponding to the matching edges are super-regular pairs. 
We remark that for connected graphs H and for every vertex i of T which is not covered
The following corollary of the Blow-up Lemma (see [3] ) asserts that in the setup of Definition 2.2 graphs H of bounded degree can be embedded into G, if G admits a partition being sufficiently regular on T and super-regular on M. [3, 4] ). For all d, ∆ ą 0 there is a ε " εpd, ∆q ą 0 such that the following holds.
Lemma 2.3 (Embedding Lemma
Let G " pV, Eq be an N-vertex graph that has a partition pV i q iPrss of V with pε, dq-reduced graph T on rss which is pε, dq-super-regular on a graph M Ă T . Further, let H " pW, E H q be an n-vertex graph with maximum degree ∆pHq ď ∆ and n ď N that has a vertex partition pW i q iPrss of W which is pε, T, Mq-compatible with pV i q iPrss . Then H Ă G.
We close this section with two simple facts. They follow easily from the definitions of regular and super-regular pairs. the graph 
Regular blow-up of a tree.
In this section we show, in Lemma 2.8, that for any coloring of EpK N q there exists a dense, regular, monochromatic subgraph of K N with some structural properties that allow us to embed H into this subgraph. Here the notion of a connected matching in the reduced graph (originating in [18] , see also [7, [10] [11] [12] ) plays a central role. A connected matching in a graph R is a matching M such that all edges of M are in the same connected component of R. The following lemma, proved in [7] , states that in a 3-colored almost complete graph we can always find a connected matching that covers almost half of the vertices and it is contained in a monochromatic tree. This lemma can be found in a stronger structural form in [10] . In fact, there it is proved that either there is a monochromatic connected matching covering more than half of the vertices, or the graph R is close to one of two extremal cases. It is not hard to see that in both extremal cases there is a monochromatic connected matching M of size at least p1´δq|V pRq|{4. We will also make use of the following simple fact. Indeed, consider a proper two-coloring χ : V pT q Ñ r2s. Label those endpoints of the matching edges with x i that are in χ´1p1q and label the other endpoints by y i . Clearly, the distance in T between any x i and x j is even, since they belong to the same color class.
Given a coloring χ K N : EpK n q Ñ r3s, we denote by G 1 the spanning subgraph of K n such that ij P EpG 1 q if and only if χ K N pijq " 1.
Lemma 2.8. For every γ ą 0 there exists an ε 0 ą 0 such that for every ε P p0, ε 0 q, there exists a natural number K 0 such that for all N " p2`γqn ě K 0 and for every coloring 
Proof. Fix γ ą 0 and set δ " γ{4. Let ε 0 and k 0 be the constants obtained from Lemma 2.6 applied with δ. Fix ε ă ε 0 and let K 0 be obtained by an application of the Regularity Lemma (Lemma 2.1) with parameters ε and k 0 . Finally let N " p2`γqn ě K 0 be given.
Consider an arbitrary 3-coloring χ K N : EpK N q Ñ r3s of the edges of K N and spanning
Owing to the Regularity Lemma, there is a partition
We define the following reduced graph: let R be the graph with vertex set rks, which contains the edge ij if and only if tV i , V j u is ε-regular in each of G 1 , G 2 and G 3 . Thus, |EpRq| ě p1´εq`k 2˘. We know that R is a graph on k vertices with density at least p1´εq.
Now we define a coloring χ R : EpRq Ñ r3s of the edges of R such that χ R pi, jq " s if s P r3s
is the biggest integer in r3s such that |E Gs pV i , V j q| ě |E Gr pV i , V j q| for 1 ď r ď 3, i.e., the edge ij receives one of the colors that appears in most edges of E K N pV i , V j q with respect
Since k ě k 0 and the density of R is at least p1´εq, by Lemma 2.6, we know that R contains a monochromatic tree T that contains a matching M of size ℓ ě p1´δqk{4.
Without loss of generality we may assume that the edges of T are colored with color 1.
By Fact 2.7 we can label M " ptx i , y i uq i such that x i and x j are at even distance in T for every 1 ď i ă j ď ℓ.
Let tz 1 , . . . , z ℓ 1 u be the vertices of T that are not covered by edges of the matching M.
Since all the edges of T are present in R we know that, for all ij P EpT q, the pairs tV i , V j u 
Given a graph H " pW, Eq, let c : W Ñ r2s be a coloring of W such that H is globally balanced. Roughly speaking, the next lemma states that every partition of W into intervals of almost the same size can be rearranged in some way that, after the rearrangement, if we remove the "last" intervals, then, in the subgraph of H induced by the remaining vertices, the difference between the number of vertices w with cpwq " 1 and those w with cpwq " 2 is "small". 
Proof. Fixl ě 1 and set n 0 " 2l 3 . Let H " pW, Eq be a graph such that W " tw 1 , . . . , w n u with n ě n 0 . Fix a β-balanced coloring χ of W and a partition of W into intervals I 1 , . . . , Il
Let us construct the permutation σ iteratively. We can take any integer on rls to be σp1q, because the size of the intervals is at most n{l`1. Suppose σp1q, . . . , σpiq were defined in such a way that |C 1 pσ, iq´C 2 pσ, iq| ď n{l`1, where i ďl´1.
If C 1 pσ, iq " C 2 pσ, iq, then clearly σpi`1q can be defined as being any of the remaining integers on rls. So, w.l.o.g. assume that C 1 pσ, iq " C 2 pσ, iq`k, with 1 ď k ď n{l`1. But since C 1 pσ, iq`C 2 pσ, iq ď ipn{l`1q, we can conclude that
We will prove that there exists some r P rls Ť i j"1 σpjq with C 2 pI r q ě k{2. Suppose by contradiction that C 2 pI r q ă k{2 for all integers r P rls Ť i j"1 σpjq. This fact together with (3) implies the following.
where the last inequality holds because k ď n{l`1 and i ďl´1.
Since C 1 pW q`C 2 pW q " n, using (4) we know that
where the last inequality follows by the choice of n 0 , because β ď 2{l. But this contradicts the β-balancedness of the coloring χ of W . Therefore, there exists r P rls Ť i j"1 σpjq with C 2 pI r q ě k{2. Set σpi`1q " r. Then
Since C 1 pσ, i`1q ě C 2 pσ, i`1q´pn{l`1q, we conclude from the lat inequality that
Let H " pW, Eq be a graph with W " tw 1 , . . . , w n u and let χ : W Ñ r2s be a coloring of W . Consider a partition of W into a set of intervals I " tI 1 , . . . , Ilu. We define
If it is clear what partition we are considering then we write C i pσ, a, bq for simplicity. 
Proof. Fixl ě 1 and let n 0 be obtained from Lemma 2.9 applied withl. Let H " pW, Eq be a graph with W " tw 1 , . . . , w n u with n ě n 0 . Now fix a β-balanced 2-coloring χ 
The above inequality and the fact that C 1 pσ, a, bq`C 2 pσ, a, bq ě pb´aqpn{lq implies
By the choice of a, b and n 0 , we have C 2 pσ, a, bq ě p2{ξqpn{l`1q.
Putting inequalities (6) and (7) together we conclude the proof. §3. Proof of the main result
Before going into the details of the proof of Theorem 1.3 we give some brief overview discussing the main ideas of the proof and explaining how to connect the results of Section 2.
Overview of the proof of Theorem 1.3. For every γ ą 0 and sufficiently large n, given an arbitrary edge coloring of K N with 3 colors for N " p2`γqn we want to prove that if H is a pβ, ∆q-balanced graph on n vertices, then we always find a monochromatic copy of H in K N .
The strategy to prove Theorem 1.3 is to apply the Embedding Lemma (Lemma 2.3)
to find the desired copy of H in K N . In order to do this we use Lemma 2.8 to find a monochromatic subgraph G of K N composed of sufficiently dense regular pairs. So, using Facts 2.4 and 2.5 it is easy to see that deleting some vertices of G we can find a monochromatic graph G 1 Ă G which has a regular partition containing super-regular pairs covering p1`op1qqn vertices.
In the second part of the proof we carefully construct a partition of V pHq and, since H has small bandwidth, we make use of Lemma 2.11 to show that this partition is compatible with the partition of G 1 . Then, we can apply the Embedding Lemma to find the monochromatic copy of H, concluding the proof.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Let γ ą 0 and ∆ ě 1 be given. Lemma 2.8 applied with γ gives ε 0 . Next we apply Lemma 2.3 with d " 1{4 and ∆ to get ε 1 . Set
Since ε ď ε 0 , Lemma 2.8 gives to us a natural number K 0 . Fix ξ " γ{304 and let n 0 be obtained by an application of Lemma 2.11 with parameters ξ and K 0 . Set
Let H " pW, E H q be a balanced pβ, ∆q-graph on n vertices. Now put N " tp2`γqnu,
where N ě maxtn 0 , K 0 u. Consider an arbitrary coloring χ K N : EpK N q Ñ r3s of the edges of K N . We want to show that every such coloring yields a monochromatic copy of H.
Partitioning the vertices of K N . Next we find a monochromatic and sufficiently regular subgraph In order to apply the Embedding Lemma, we need the classes of G T that correspond to the matching edges to form super-regular pairs and the other pairs of classes should be sufficiently regular. We can ensure this by deleting some vertices of G T . In fact, applying Fact 2.5 and, after that, Fact 2.4, it is easy to see that we find a subgraph G 1 Ă G T  with classes A 1 , . . . , A ℓ , B 1 , . . . , B ℓ , C 1 , . . . , C ℓ 1 of size at least p1´εqm corresponding,   respectively, to the vertices x 1 , . . . , x ℓ , y 1 , . . . , y ℓ , z 1 , . . . , z ℓ 1 of the tree T , such that the bipartite graphs induced by A i and B i are p2ε, 1{3´εq-super-regular and the bipartite graphs induced by all the other pairs are p2ε, 1{3´εq-regular. Furthermore, let D min be the set with the smallest cardinality among the sets in A 1 , . . . , A ℓ , B 1 , . . . , B ℓ , C 1 , . . . , C ℓ 1 .
Since ε ď γ{19, N " tp2`γqnu, m ě p1´εqN{k and ℓ ě p1´γ{4qk{4, one can see that
Partitioning the vertices of H. Now it is time to construct a partition of W ready for the application of Lemma 2.3. Since H is a balanced pβ, ∆q-graph, there exists a coloring χ H : V pHq Ñ r2s such thatˇˇ|χ´1p1q|´|χ´1p2q|ˇˇď β|χ´1p2q|. Let w 1 , . . . , w n be an ordering of W such that |i´j| ď βn for every w i w j P E H and letl be the smallest integer dividing n withl ě p7K 0 {ξq`ℓ ě ℓp7{ξ`1q. Consider the partition of V pHq into intervals I 1 , . . . , Il with |I 1 | " . . . " |Il| " n{l taking this ordering into account, i.e., I i " w pi´1qn{l`1 , . . . , w in{l for i " 1, . . . ,l. By Lemma 2.11, since β ď 2{l, there exists a permutation σ : rls Ñ rls such that
for all integers 1 ď a ă b ďl with b´a ě 7{ξ. Define a i " pi´1ql{ℓ`1 and b i " il{ℓ and consider the blocks J i " tI σpa i q , I σpa i`1 q , . . . , I σpb i q u for i " 1, . . . , ℓ. We write C 1 pJ i q for
Recall we have found a tree T on vertex set tx 1 , . 
Suppose that I i P J r and I i`1 P J s with r ‰ s and 1 ď i ďl´1. Let P T pr, sq be the path of T between x r and x s and consider the path P int T pr, sq Ă P T pr, sq obtained by excluding the vertices of the set tx r , y r , x s , y s u from P T pr, sq, i.e., P int T pr, sq is the "internal" part of the path of T that one should use to reach x s from x r . For a lighter notation set t r,s " |P int T pr, sq|. We divide the pt r,s`1 qβn last vertices of I i in t r,s`1 "pieces" of size βn, respecting their sequence in the interval, where the j-th piece is denoted by L i pjq for 1 ď j ď t r,s`1 , that is,
Since we have described the links, we can now define the main part of the intervals. We and assume that I i is in J r and I i`1 is in J s with r ‰ s, otherwise the link we are looking for is empty and there is nothing to do. Denote the internal path P int T pr, sq of P T pr, sq by tu 1 , . . . , u tr,s u and let u 0 and u tr,s`1 be, respectively, the vertices of T connected to u 1 and tu tr,s in P T pr, sq. Now we will show how it is possible to "walk" between the matching clusters. note that u 0 can be either x r or y r . Without loss of generality we assume that u 0 " x r . For 1 ď j ď t r,s`1 , we put the vertices w of L i pjq with χ H pwq " 1 in the corresponding class of u j´1 if j is even, and in the corresponding class of u j if j is odd. For those w with χ H pwq " 2, we do the other way around, i.e., we put them in the corresponding class of u j if j is even, and in the corresponding class of u j´1 if j is odd. Since x i and x j are at an even distance for all 1 ď i ă j ď ℓ and the links have size βn, we know that there is no edges inside the clusters and if there is an edge between two clusters, then the corresponding edge is present in T .
Applying the Embedding Lemma. Here we will show that the vertex partition of W is p2ε 1 , T, Mq-compatible with the partition of V pG 1 q we constructed before. Thus, we can apply the Embedding Lemma to find the desired monochromatic copy of H in K N .
The first step is to bound by above the size of each cluster in the partition tX 1 , . . . , X ℓ , Y 1 , . . . , Y ℓ , Z 1 , . . . , Z ℓ 1 u of W . Note that, for every 1 ď i ď ℓ, we have C 1 pJ i q`C 2 pJ i q " n{ℓ. Using this fact and (9) one can easily obtain that, for every 1 ď i ď ℓ,
By the construction, every set X i (resp. Y i ) is composed only of vertices v with χpvq " 1 (χpvq " 2). Furthermore, these vertices can come from one kernel and at most two pieces of each link. Then,
where the last inequality follows by inequality (8) and the choice of ξ, β andl.
For the clusters Z i , for 1 ď i ď ℓ 1 , we know that they are composed only of vertices in at most two pieces of each link. Thus,
where the last inequality follows by inequality (8) and the choice of β andl.
Now we can check that the partitions of W and V pG 1 q are compatible. Based on Definition 2.2 we define the sets U j and U 1 j for 1 ď j ď 2ℓ`ℓ 1 with respect to the partition
Then, we will verify that the four conditions of Definition 2.2 hold: (i ) By the construction of the partition of W , if there is an edge between two clusters, then the corresponding edge is present in T .
(ii ) Owing to (8) every set D in the partition tA 1 , . . . , A ℓ , B 1 , . . . , B ℓ , C 1 , . . . , C ℓ 1 u of V pG 1 q has size |D| ě p1`γ{152qn{2ℓ. So, inequalities (11) and (12) show that condition (II) holds.
(iii ) Fix 1 ď j ď 2ℓ`ℓ 1 . Define U j as the set of vertices of W j with neighbors in some W k with j ‰ k and tj, ku R M. We divide in two cases: Thus, for every j " 1, . . . , 2ℓ`ℓ 1 we have
which shows that condition (III) holds.
(iv ) Define the set U We show that for every γ ą 0 and natural number ∆, there exists a constant β ą 0 such that for every sufficiently large pβ, ∆q-graph H with a proper 2-coloring χ H : V pHq Ñ r2s where t 1 " |χ´1 H p1q| and t 2 " |χ´1 H p2q|, with t 1 ď t 2 , we can find a monochromatic copy of H in every edge coloring of EpK N q with N " p1`γq maxt2t 1`t2 , 2t 2 u. Let H be such a graph and assume 2t 1 ě t 2 (the complementary case can be solved in a similar way). Now we have to prepare the graph H for the embedding. We consider the ordering of its vertices respecting the bandwidth condition and divide the set of vertices into intervals.
Thus, we can find a permutation of such intervals such that blocks of intervals fit into the super-regular pairs of G. Then, using few vertices we can "walk" from one super-regular pair to another as done in the proof of Theorem 1.3 and we are done.
